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CLOUD PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT

CLOUD SPEND MANAGEMENT

CLOUD SECURITY AND COMPLIANCE

CLOUD SOURCING
T C C R O S

C C R O V S

TBM Category Cloud Component Org Unit Violation SoftwareRegionComponent Type

Best practices from the Technology 
Business Management framework

Service that can be provisioned 
from a cloud vendor

Technical ownership of the 
cloud component

Captures security, availability, 
performance & other warnings

Business context of the cloud 
component

Vendor-speci� c category 
of cloud components

Geographical location where 
cloud components are hosted

Cloud Intelligence
Data-Model

How many cloud 
components are in use 
by each category?

Which account and/
or subscription owner 
is responsible for 
mitigating security 
warnings?

What is the cost 
contribution for each 
cloud component type? 

How has the cloud 
footprint evolved over 
time? 

How has the cloud spend 
evolved over time? 

Which TBM category 
is supported by which 
cloud component and 
which cloud provider?

Which business software 
is causing the maximum 
cloud spend? How is 
it broken down into 
services?

How many cloud 
components are used by 
each cloud provider?

What is the cost 
distribution between 
Infrastructure and 
Platform Services?

Which cloud service is 
used by which account?

How many cloud 
components are hosted 
in a region?

What is the distribution 
of cloud services in use? 

How has the number of 
warnings evolved over 
time and how are they 
distributed among the 
di� erent warning types? 

Which business service 
is supported by which 
cloud component and 
cloud component 
category?

What kind of violations 
a� ect my IT landscape?

C C R O S

T C C

Reduce 
Cost

Reduce 
Risk

E�  cient 
Audit Preparation

Improved 
Decision Making

How has the cloud 
footprint evolved over 
time? 

How many cloud 
components are in use 
by each category?

Which account and/
or subscription owner 
is responsible for 
mitigating security 
warnings?

What is the distribution 
of cloud services in use? 

How has the number of 
warnings evolved over 
time and how are they 
distributed among the 
di� erent warning types? 

Which TBM category 
is supported by which 
cloud component and 
which cloud provider?

Which business service 
is supported by which 
cloud component and 
cloud component 
category?

What kind of violations 
a� ect my IT landscape?

Which business software 
is causing the maximum 
cloud spend? How is 
it broken down into 
services?

How many cloud 
components are used by 
each cloud provider?

Which cloud service is 
used by which account?

How has the cloud spend What is the cost 
distribution between 
Infrastructure and 
Platform Services?

How has the cloud spend 
evolved over time? 

What is the cost 
contribution for each 
cloud component type? 

How many cloud 
components are hosted 
in a region?

E�  cient 
Knowledge Sharing

Which violations exist 
in each geographical 
region and what 
criticality class do the 
violations a� ect?

Which violations exist 
in each geographical 
region and what 
criticality class do the 
violations a� ect?


